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8:00 Breakfast @ Bar Pinotxo in La Boqueria market 

A legendary bar at La Boqueria to have a typical catalan breakfast. Pinotxo is a 
great place to sample Catalan tapas like pa amb tomàquet (tomato-rubbed toast), 
salt cod croquettes or esqueixada (shredded salt cod salad). 

Address 

La Rambla, 91  
Tel. (+34) 93 317 17 31 
Metro: Liceu  
Monday to Saturday: 6am-4pm  
Closed on Sundays 
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9:00 Barcelona by Bicycle @ Bornbike 

Tired of using public transport? Too many things to see to get around by foot? Or 
do you simply want a to feel the sea air on your face? Rent a bicycle or experience 
the guide tour of the city: a chance to enjoy a perfect mix of history, culture, arts, 
nature and fun.  

Address 

C / Marquesa 1  
Tel. (+34) 93 319 00 20 
Metro: Barceloneta   
Prices: 2hrs for 6 euros -  3hrs to 5 hrs for10 euros - 24hrs for 15 euros 
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10:00 A walk in the nature @ Collserola Park 

Collserola Park, with over 8,000 hectares, is a true green island in the middle of 
one of the most densely populated urban areas on the Mediterranean coastline. 
Eight times larger than the Bois de Boulogne in Paris, and 22 times larger than 
Central Park in New York this is a huge natural park to explore by walking or 
cycling with views overlooking Barcelona. 
 
Ferrocarrils: Vallvidrer Station in Avda Tibidabo. 
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11:00 Lose yourself @ Laberint d’Horta 

One of the most peaceful places in Barcelona is the wonderfully unique park 
known as the Labyrinth that is also said to be the oldest garden in the city. It is 
possibly the most beautiful park in Barcelona. The gardens, the structure and the 
architecture make it a perfect place to lose oneself.  

Address 
Passeig dels Castanyers, 1-17 
Metro: Mundet  
10:00 until dusk.  
Acces of payment. 
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12:00 “Almuerzo” Time @ Plaza del Pi 

Bar del Pi, in the heart of the bohemian district, is a meeting point for several 
generations of artists, residents and lovers. The walls are decorated with original 
pieces and the terrace outside is a real jewel!  

Address 
 
Plaza del Pi 
Metro: Liceu  
Tel. (+34) 933022123 
Tue-Fri: 9:00/23:00 - Sat: 9:30/23:00 
Sun: 10:00/22:00 - Closed Monday 
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13:00 Fresh food and architecture @ Santa Caterina Market 

Contemporary architecture mixed with local producers and consumers: this is 
Santa Caterina Market, the first covered market in the city and opened its doors in 
1848. Actually it exudes an ultra-modern flair coupled with a traditional old world 
market feel. The market houses over 60 unique shops selling fresh produce, 
gourmet items, fine chocolates, seafood, meat...  

Address 
 
Av Francesc Cambó, 16 
Metro: Jaume I  
Mondays: 8:00/14:00 - Tue-Wed: 8:00/15:30 - Thu-Fri: 8:00/20:30 - Sat: 8:00/15:30 
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14:00 Have lunch @ Pitarra Restaurant 

Pitarra´s menu is based on traditional catalan cuisine. They are specialized in the 
hunting season and  have got typical catalan dishes; fish, meat and a wide 
selection of wines and catalan champagne. 

Address 

Calle d'Avinyó 56  
Metro: Jaume I  
Tel. (+34) 933 300 303 
Mon-Sat: 13:00/16:00 
Closed Sundays  
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15:00 Peace and meditation time @ Montjuic Cemetery 

It is one of the biggest and most beautiful cemeteries in the world, harmoniously 
covering a surface area of 56 hectares on the seaward side of Montjuïc Hill. Many 
eminent Barcelona personalities are buried here. Place of powerful vibrations and 
a breathtaking view. 

Address 
 
C/ Mare de Déu de Port, 56-58.  
Bus 21, 107 
Tel. (+34) 934841970 
Everyday: 8:00/18:00 
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16:00 Break @ Chiringuito on the beach 

‘Chiringuitos’ (small beach cafés / bars) are an institution in Barcelona. During the 
summertime, and also through winter here, life never stops: mid-afternoon is 
always time to drink something sitting by the sea. For tapas, paellas, beers, or just 
a coffee it is really worth it! Good one in Bogatell beach. 

Address 

Avenida Litoral, 42 
Metro Bogatell  
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17:00 Speechless @ Church of Santa Maria del Mar 
 
Impossible to describe it: a masterpiece of Gothic art, but not only this. The 
church releases its own magic which surrounds you as you enter. The beauty of 
the church’s interior was inspired by Gaudí when he was designing the Sagrada 
Família. Once seen, it’s impossible to forget! 

Address 
 
Pl. Santa Maria 1 
Metro Jaume I  
Mon-Sat: 9:00/13:30 and 16:30/20:00 - Sunday: 10:30/13:30 and 16:30/20:00 
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18:00 Culture in Gracia @ Galeria Hartmann 

Gracia is magic for sure. Galeria Hartmann is a small charming place housing 
supreme contemporary art. Focused on photography, it often hosts different kind 
of exhibitions. No-one will be disappointed. 

Address 
 
Carrer de Santa Teresa 8 
Metro: Diagonal  
Tel: +34 934159556  
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19:00 Vintage Shopping @ Carrer Tallers 
 
An unmissable stop in your shopping vintage tour in Barcelona would be Carrer 
dels Taller, a street in the heart of downtown, just a few minutes walk from Plaza 
Catalunya and Las Ramblas. Walking around here you will find restaurants, bars 
and music stores. 
But what we really want is... vintage! 
 
Address 
 
Carrer dels Tallers 
Metro: Catalunya    
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20:00 Magic Fountains @ Montjuic 

A must-see in Barcelona. Famous & full of tourists, but every time exciting and 
moving. A spectacular free display of colour, light, motion, music and water 
acrobatics: magic for sure.  

Address 
 
Pl Carles Buïgas 1  
Metro: Plaça de Espanya   
October-April: Fridays and Saturdays 19:00/21:00.  
May-September: Thu-Sun 20:00/23:00  
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21:00 Tapas time @ Andú 
 
A wine bar centrally located, in the heart of Gothic Quarter:  warm and cozy place 
where you can sit back, relax & enjoy some tapas together with wooden tables, 
soft lights and a wide selection of good wines. Hummous and guacamole are the 
specialities and you can also ask for a plate of cheeses with olives. It’s quite hard 
to leave the place and it often becomes more than a pre-dinner.  

Address 
 
Carrer Correu Vell 3 
Metro: Jaume I  
Tel. (+34) 646 55 39 30 - 637 74 64 11 
Mon-Sun: 18:00/2:30 
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22:00 Dinner @ Altinglao Restaurant 

Altinglao is a gastronomic multiplace where you can enjoy a menu of 
Mediterranean cuisine. A wide choice of pasta and risotto, meat and fish, and a 
sweet ending with their delicious cakes. You can also have an original cocktail and 
laugh with the comedians live show they present. 

Address 
 
C/ Consell de Cent 318 
Metro: Passeig de Gracia    
Tel.: (+34) 93 487 15 39 
Everyday: 8:00/2:00 
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23:00 A  magic drink @ El Bosc de les Fades 

Just 2 minutes walk from the Rambla and the statue of Columbus, El Bosc de les 
Fades is a special place which charms all its visitors. Seems to be in fairy tale: 
water flowing inside, a giant tree that hides the fairies and goblins, wooden tables 
and soft lighting. Perfect to enjoy a good cocktail and a unique experience. 

Address 
 
Passatge de la Banca 5 
Metro: Dressanes  
Mon-Fri: 10:00/01:30 
Sat-Sun: 11:00/01:30 
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24:00 Relax at Arabic Baths @ Aire de Barcelona 

The last session at this Arabic baths kicks off at 12am. An oasis of steamy-chic 
calm and charm in which to luxuriate. They offer a huge variety of services from 
massages, skin treatments: the simplest you can enjoy is a thermal aromatic bath, 
90 minutes long, for 28 euros.  

Address  
 
Paseo Picasso 22  
Metro: Jaume I  
Tel. (+34) 902555789  
Everyday: 10:00/2:00 
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1:00 Live Show @ Pipa Club 

It’s easy to miss this club if you do not live in Barcelona: Pipa Club is a charming 
place hidden from the crowd. Located in a beautiful building under the arcades of 
the square, you can’t see it from downstairs. You must ring the bell and go up the 
stairs, as if you were visting a private home. Cozy intimate bar where it’s often 
possible to enjoy jazz concerts for free in a laid back atmosphere.  

Address 
 
Plaza Reial 3  
Metro: Liceu  
Tel. (+34) 93 302 47 32 / 93 301 11 65 
Everyday: 23:00/3:00 
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2:00 Dj set before the night starts @ Carrer de N’Aglà 
 
A narrow street in the labyrinth of the Barri Gotic. Crowded at night, full of 
people walking around, smoking outside the bars and socializing. At n.7 and n.4, 
opposite one another, you will find 2 lovely bars for warming up the night. Bar 7 
is a square room with mirrors, sofas and a DJ set: informal and cheap to start 
moving before you go dancing! And just in front is Pilé 43: cozy, colourful crazy 
interior, strange design lamps and vintage chairs: and here you can get the best 
mojito in town. 

Address 
 
Carrer de N’Agla4 and 7 
Metro: Liceu  
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3:00 Go party @ Becool Club 

Weekends are the highlights at this medium-size venue, with predominantly 
electronic music. The line-ups tend to be impressive including cutting-edge DJs. 
And aslo a program of live music by hip but as-yet unknown bands. Check the 
website for a schedule of events.  

Address 
 
Plaça Joan Llongueras 5 
Metro: Hospital Clínic   - Metro:  Maria Cristina  
Bus: 6, 7, 15, 32, 33, 34 , 63, 67, 68 - Night Bus: N0, N12 
Entrance: from 5€ to 15 € 
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4:00 Time to be black @ Marula Café 

In spite of its name this is certainly a club! A mixture of black music, house, soul 
and rare grooves. Visually, it's a minimalist sleek combination of glass, wood and 
steel, but the programming is a little more laid back. Now Marula has just come 
up with their “My black is beautiful”, with soulful music and free entrance every 
Sunday!  

Address 
 
Escudellers 49  
Metro: Catalunya   
Sun -Wed:  23:00 / 05:00 . Fri -Sat: 23:00 /06:00 
Entrance: after 02:00  € 10.00 
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5:00 Croissantes and Empanadas @ Downtown 

A little bit hungry? Sweet or salt? After dancing and partying it’s time to eat 
something, isn’t it? There are many options in Barcelona at any time in the night. 
Two tips: 
1. Croissants in Carrer de Lancaster, near La rambla, in Raval district 
2. Empanadas: good, hearty, cheap (1 euro) and easy to find. A bundle of Pakistani 
potato sold on the streets of downtown throughout all the night. 
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6:00 Sunrise @ Tibidabo 

Imagine the entire city waking up at your feet. Imagine the sun rise up from the 
sea. You may be will need a taxi, and 30 minutes’ time, from Plaza Catalunya. It’s 
really worth it! 

Address 
Plaça del Tibidabo 3 
Metro: Terrassa - Rambla  S1 
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7:00 Shot your Barcelona step by step @ Downtown 

If you are looking for the best moment in the day to shoot photos, this is it. The 
light is incredible, the streets are lined by a mixture of people: the latest 
adventure of the night and early morning workers. Stroll down from Gracia to 
Colon: 40 minutes in a Barcelona you normally wouldn’t see. 
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